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EnvirOnME.NTAL Fair is success with area students
by Laura J arrell s

ecently Shawnee
State hosted an
EnvironMENTAL
Fair for over 3,000
area sixth graders and adult chaperones. Many booths with information and fun activities were set
up to help bring home the idea of
talcing care ofthe environment.
The Shawnee State chapter ofthe
National Association ofEnvironmental Professionals hosted a
booth at the Fair. The faculty
advisor, Dr. Jeff Bauer, who
called himselfthe Supreme Being
ofthe group, helped out with the
setup and actual operation ofthe
NAEP's booth. Tpis is the second year that the NAEP has had
a booth at the Fair and this year's
was a great success.
AttheboothnmbytheNAEP
the children played games for
prizes. The children would randomly select a bit of "trash" from
a covered container and be questioned about the material that the
"trash" was made. from. The
children were then asked if the
material was recyclable, and were
taught to look for the recycling
.symbol. Once the decision was
made, the next step was fo toss
Continued page 4

Facilities reiterates
student parking policies

~y A, Throckmorton-Faul

arking for students of
Shawnee State University will be different beginning fall quarter.
Due to the completion ofmany
construction projects, there are
many people still unclear about
where they can and cannot park.
; ''There is plenty ofparking, if
~ou don't mind walking," C(?m. mented Assistant Director of
:Pacilities Dan Young. "We have
2never towed anyone this pasty~,
~ut there are private property
:owners who have gone ahead and
1owed students cars for parking
- ;ontheirproperty."
To alleviate the confusion of
:1he past year and to .prevent any
- :further towing of student's cars
;on private property the parking
I

areas are defined as follows:
Students can park in lots west of.
the ATC building, west of the
library, in the gravel parking lots
east of the Carriage House
Apartments, east of the Allied
Health Building and the Activities
Center, and at the com~ ofThird
and Gay streets across from the
Center for The Arts. There is no
parking in the Midtown Pharmacy parking lot; the owner can
legally have·a car towed at the
owner's expense. ·There is also
n!) parking along the flooo wall in
the Allied Health parking lot; the
city ofPortsmouth can ticket cars
parked there. Students cannot
park beside the Office Annex
building or in any faculty or staff
parking areas.
Starting in the full, parkingtickets will be added to the violator's

bill in the Bursar's Office. In the
case of those students who
choQse not to recognize their
unpaid tickets, there could be a
registration block ·put on the
student's record. The pripe ofthe
tickets are $10 for a car with a
parking tag and $15 for vehicles
without a tag. It is mandatory for
all students to have parking.tags,
which can be obtained in the campus security office located in the
basement ofthe Office Annex.
· Cars parked in designated
handicapped areas or fire lanes
can also be towed. Normally
campus security has a two-week
warning period at the beginning
ofthe quarter in which they give
warning tickets, but thereafter it
has been policy to give tickets to
vehicles that continue parking
illegally, or have no parking tags.

SSU's cost containment
measures ·effective
.-~.~. ost containment mea-

sures at Ohio's state
colleges and universities have had wonderful results with savings ofmore
than $212 million over four years.
· But none has been more stunning than the savings reported by
Shawnee State University. SSU
has saved taxpayers $4,083,814
in·operating costs which, as a
perc~nt of its budget, is the
ll:trgest savings ofall of Ohio's 13
l.llllversities.
Even with the supplemental
funding Shawnee State receives
as a "stai:t-up" institution, the
tmiversity,just overten'years old,

saved an average of 7.7 percent
over the period. The next highest savings wc;re more than one
percent lower with th(? average for
all schools set a ·approximately
four percent.
The achievement at SSU was
mainly the result oftwo initiatives.
The first was a major reorganization dw-ing 1993 to 1995 which
·cut out more than 18 percent of
administrative staffing costs. The
second was the reduction of
the costs of providing health
care benefits by moving to a
partially self-funded system.
Other savings were. achieved
_through no! filling vacant faculty

and staff positions as well as
instituting higherteachingloads as
mandated by the Ohio General
Assembly.
· "The savings allowed the
University to operate within
its means," offered Dr. Clive
Vei:i, University President, "but
that is not enough. We continually evaluate the ways in which we
operate S SU with the goals
constantly before us of, first,
protecting tlie core of what
we do in the classroom, and
secondly, providing expanded
services to help students achieve
a college degree."
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Breaking.the mythical Glass CeUing A word about speech
w.

' Onesuchincidentoccurredat dertorightawrong,theycryout worktowardtheultjmategoal.
this newspaper. At the beginning to make themselves look good.
As for the complaint that no
Toe United States ofAmerica, ofthis academic year, this news.:
If a person has a history of women nor minorities were ever
land of opportunity, land of the paper became accused ofgender hardships but manages to ove~- on this year's staff of the newsfree, home·ofthe brave.
bias. A "concerned" fucultymei:n- come them~ then he or she may paper, two things are for certain:
The above statement means ber raised the issue in a telephone have a right to complain about 1) Despite the advertisements that
that any American, born here or call to a member ofthe.a dminis- people standing in the way ofthe appeared. in every issue, few
naturalized, can achieve any.level tration. The faculty member careers ofothers. But ifthe same applicants--female, minority or
ofsllcces.5 that he or she is willing strongly complained that there person achieves success by com- otherwise--chose to join the staff
to pursue. Despite this freedom, were no female staffmembers nor plaining and not working, then he If someone does not want to
many people choose to stay at the members o{other races, and that or she has no right pointing fin- work, they can not be hired, and
very level they currently occupy, the school newspaper was being gers and raising issue·s.
2) look at the staff list entitled
satisfied where they are. Some dominated by white males. .After
This is the land .of the free. "Staff So Much" that appears to
work toward a higher level ofthe a long discussion with an admin- Everyone living in the United the bottom and to the l~ft ofthis·
careerladder,andtheirdegreeof istratorandnewspap~r'sadvisor, States of America has equal article and .see the number of
success results from the amount the concerned faculty member opportunities to make it today. females on staff. One of these
ofworktheydo. But there are was asked to help organize a Whileitistruethatsometendto · femaleswillbethenextEditor. those who cannot make it to the · recruitment drive for other wo-rk ·harder than others to in-Chief. Because she slept her
next level, and instead ofwork- students. The faculty me~ber obtain their desired goal, the way in? No. Becauseofherhard
ingtowardtheirgoal,theychoose declinedtheinvitation. Another opportunities are there. ButtQ . work and dedication, and beto complain about it. They make · suggestion was made for the some, the reason why they cari- cause she wants to.
excuses as to why they fail and faculty member
not make it today
. Are there any glass ceilings?
sometimesblametheworkplace to voice these
issimplythatthey Dc>glassceilingsexist? Actually,
for their failures. One ready- concerns in a let· tend to give up . yes, and they come in two forms.
made excuse is "glass ceilings."
ter to the editor.
and complain be- To see the first, go to a junk yard
A "glass ceiling" is an imagi- Again, the faculty
i,,:,,.;;;:.::;;.,r·
cause they were or a glass manufacturer and purnary boun,datythat exists to keep member declined
born with a glass chase a piece of glass and hang it
a woman, an African7American, citing that too
ceiling, which, in from the ceiling so it is horizontal
MY
theireyes,makes with plenty of headroom, then
anAsian,aHispanic,oranymem- much p'e rsonal
ber of a minority group from work was in
TWO
themprimecandi- lookup. It is that simple. The
achieving success, and is fueled progress. A sugdates for failure.
second form is when one gives up
byprejudiceandgenderbias.
gestiontocontact
CENTS
One thing to and makes an excuse that sociMany people see this bound- the editor was
remember: while ety is "keeping me from achievary and tend to complain rather offered but was adamantly "Success has many fa~hers, but ing my goal as an employee."
. thandoingsomethingaboutit.
declined for fear of "causing Failure is a bastard," the same
· Success is out there. All one
Several options are open to waves" or "upsetting" certain thing can be said in reverse: must do is find the means and
such complainants. Some of people, although an idle threat of "There are a billion excuses for work hard to achieve one's
these options are for the complainingtotheAmericanCivil failure but only one reason for desired goals. Look into the opindividual to inform his or her Liberties Union was discussed. · success." Instead of making up portunities ofthe workplaqe and
Ci~tif pr , . ,A I.P,p~g~t
excuses and pointin~ ~gers and f9.l l~w the path t~w.ard suc~ess.
11 etn~I oy.er_. l~f, th~.. ~~advan~~ p;11~..; ~;en .• ( ulty ~gi~~~W~!fip~! one mlJSf- bl~ing..Jhem .for.plaamg- :!tht
,Ol)e. must forgeU!ie id~at
to quit; look for work elsewhere ask if the com~laint was neces- glass ceiling" in the way, people welfare is the way oflife, forget
wherethemoneyandopportwli- sary. Thecomplaintwasmeant need to try to work harder or theideathatsocjetyisnotgoing
ties exist; or confront ~he to pr~tect the rights of women learn the system the workplace to allow for advancement, forget
employer all the way up the cor- and minorities. Yet the faculty that will help them cli,mb the pro- the insecurity of not being good
porate ladder until a mutual agree- member- did not investigate why verbial "corporate ladder."
enough, and adopt the attitude
no females 01· minorities were
. This is not to say that a woman that life is tough but success can
.ment is made.
However,_there are some who on staff.
should sleep her way to the top, be achieved. ·
wishtoplaytheroleof"Equality
Fartoooftenpeoplegoar01.md buteachplaceofemploymenthas
It is up to the individual. One
Police," and raise certain issues pointing fingers at "inJustices" . or should have a legiJimate can either make excuses in the
ofunfairpracticeswithinabusi- withoutlookingat~efullpi~. method of advanceinent. One nameofPoliticalCorrectness,or
by Mack

Shelton, Jr.
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ness or establishment. ·

Or, rather than crying out in or- should follow the guidelines and work toward the desired goal.

'

Editor's note...
Remember, letters to be printed in this section are printed
exactly as we get them. Please make sure you check for spelling
·and grammatical errors before sending. -Mack

@,taff·
Mack W. Shelton, Jr.
Editor-in-Chief
W illiam Cassidy
Assistant Editor/
' Copy Edit~r
John Paul ·
Ad Sales Manager
.

.

- Angel Throckmorton-Faul
General Reporter
Judy W ilson
Laura Jarrells
Community and
Entertainment
Andrew Roberts
Movie R.aviews
James Woods
Graphics Aqvisor

dangle, at should best be left ou1
ofsentences like this.
Where was ya? Any Englisr
Have you eyertaken a moment major could tell all ofyou'uns tha1
to think about just how strange were is the proper past subjuncour use oflanguage is? Iri. south-· tive Sll}gular, not was. Who don'1
em.Ohio-and swTOWlding areas, knowthat?
_we have a great deal of odd and
Can I see yer shotgun i
bizarre ( some would say "color- What do you want it/er? W€
ful") plu:ases and speech patterns. routinely pronouncefor andyow
Dialects vary from region to asiftheyrhymewithher.- Again
region, and all ofthem have their this is· strange since we onl)
idiosyncrasies. Here are just a apply this pronW1ciation to certain words. Very few people say
few examples ofours:
lreckolL Ihaveknownafew "I'm goin' to the grocery ster. ''
rm going to warsh my ca,
people who never once in their
lives said, "Yes," or "OK," or and change my earl. Warsh i!
even, "Uh-huh," but would only the properpronunciatiqn ofwash
respond with "I reckon," when People warsh their cars, and pu
theywantedtoconveyanaffir- their dirty dishes in the dishmative. We tend to take the word warsher. And the President livei
for granted, but what does it in Warshington. Earl is the cor·
reallyipean? Mydictionarysays rect way to pronounce oil, as wel
reckon can mean "to compute, to as a popular first name.
regard, or to rely." This could
Porchmouth. Portsmouth
certainly alter a few conversa- Ohio, was so named because i
tions: "Want a beer?" "Icompute." is a port on the Ohio River, no
You'uns. As in, "You'tmS must because it is adjacent t<
bethenewneighbors,"you'uns somebody's front porch. In the
istheplural.formofyou,forth0se same mispronunciation categoIJ
ofyou that thought you was the is the popular renaming ofSciot<
plural form ofyou. You'unsisour CoW1ty as "Soda County."
version ofy'all, the deep South's
That is the most fastest cai
plural form ofyou. l'ni not sure I ever did see. Is most fastes
whypeoplehavesuchaproblem supposed to be more superlative
with the word you (also pro- than fastest? Sorry, but it jus
noW1ced "ya," and more rarely, doesn't get any faster than fast
"ye"). You'uns also shows up as . est, so most is superfluous. A:
yuns from time to time. ·
for "I ever did see," wouldn't "
Drivin; eatin ', goi~ '. ltfaym '. have e;ve_r
•: be mpre ~tter'
Of
course,
these
ai:e~,
Jp~llW~t P:~4,4f!\.!,~mp._\~ot I·
h~ from v.isiting out-of-towners only examples ofoddities in ou
is·thatweneverpronouncethe dialect. Most of them aren'
:· 'if on -ing words. It's a bizarre restricted to our ~a either. Still
habit, especially since we don't do all ofthem are quite common here
it all the time. N6 one says, "lhat Maybe Shawnee State shoulc
bee gave me a stin'," ·or "That offer a "Special Topics in English
Madonna sure knows how to Intro. to Southern. Ohio Speech'
sin'." Well, maybe they do say class. I reckon it would prob
that last one.
·
ably be the most fastest piac1
Where .is•iJ at? T~e most wh~ you'uns could start leamir
by William Cassidy

uc Assistant Edi tor

ignoble preposit_ion one can yer language at.

Policy Goodness: The University Chronicle is the official student-run newspaper of Shawnee State University. .You can'
lose when you choose to use the news and views of the students. So that's what we do. Views expressed within these page:
could be, but then again, may not be the views of the Chronicle staff or the adviser. While We're happy to print letters and newi
re!eases we receive, we reserve the right not to print them, so there!
·

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"Local commercials suck. .. _let's start anQther boycott._. .'

· Dear Mack,
Local commercials suck and ·
Wren Ferrell
bite. It should be enough that we
Arts·Editor/Photography
are insulted by television programming and then to Ill
Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis subjected to the inane babble of
Editorial Content Advisor local commercials is unholy.
Fortunately, for you, you missed
Dave Edwards
some ofthe better ones. There is
Business Advisor .
another Furniture/Appliance
Store owner in Portsmouth who
DI.IT.ere we are lncateb... fWlS his own commercials. A few
years ago he used his sons in
The Chronicle is also
available in these locations: them. Thelame-oputthe·smallest ·son inside a dryer as part of
• Scioto County Courthpuse
some 'inspired' commercial. W<?ll~
• Hall's Service Station .
let me tell you, tp.e hue and cry
• Foodland West Side
was heard throughout the land.
• Portsmouth West H.S.
1bat commercial was short lived·
• Shupert's Groceiy
but, sorry to say, he is back with
• Joe's Lightning Lube
other sad attempts. lam sure you
• 76 Stations
know that the Portsmouth area is
·• Wal-Mart .
not alone in poor commercials. In
• Southern Ohio
Orlando, Florida there was an
Communications
automobile dealer who would
• Dept. ofHuman SeNices
stand on the top of used cars and
breakoutthedoorglasseswitha
baseball bat.

When I find a· commercial
offensive, I refuse to buy the
product. Several years ago, there
was a commercial for Calgon
soapinwhichanelderlywoman
and small child return from shopping. The elderly woman says to
another actress, "lfwe bought the
wrong brand of soap, it is Lisa's
(the small child) fault, not mine."
The commercial upset me so
much that I wrote to the company
arid received a written apology
and an earnest request from
Proctor and Gamble that I continue to buy Calgon, which I did
not do and do not do, to this day.
Since the pUipOse ofcommercials is to seperate us from our
money, we need to let people
know who these .people are.
K~p up the goodwork, let's start
another boycott, we haven't had
a good one since late in the 60's.

Stin,
I must agree wholeheartedly
about the poor quality ofmost of
our local TV commercials. The
stupidkidswalkingintothatsame
old rW1down appliance store just
. so their father can yap about air
conditioners makes me wanna
puke and go "postal".on them. I
also hear they have another
"owner's wife's doggies" commercial thijt tries to sell carpet.
I .ask you and the readers,
what's with these idiots?! Why
do thesejerks insist OR selling thcir .
produc~ using their cute kiddies
in stupid roles, and bonehead
dogs in cut-out costumes riding
in cars to sell carpets?
I also agret; that national
commercials aren'tmuch better
than the local idiocy. Seen the
new Energizer commercial? A
track coach gives a tongue lashing to his runners who are.
Stan Callihan
complaining of sores and other
Consumer and part time injuriesassociatedwithrunning.
student radical
He tells them, "Be the bunny, be

the bunny."
Well, my God! Is that all the1
is to life? Should we imitate
battery powered bunny? An
where am I going to put my ne,
air conditioner with those bratt
kids running all over the place, c
my new carpet with those mut1
drooling and soiling my floor?
God in Heaven, have ot
local commercials finally stoope
to the level ofa frothing idiot?
I must saY. that while COffi!11e:
cials in general are annoying, sorr.
ofthem are actually pretty gooc
Yes, even some ofour local corr
mercials are well done. As I sai
in·a previous editorial, the loci
funeral homes and auto par1
st"ores usually 'have tastef1
commercials that tell me they ai
confident in their services. B1
these other advertisers make
mockery oftheir own businessc:
by showcasing their cute doggit
and having their kids ham it UJ
Perhaps boycotting these servie<
is a logical thing t~ do.

May 2.7, 1997
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B. Willis ~xplosive in his "The President's Analyst'
'. first SF role, ·~Fifth Element"

1

by Mack Shel. ton

t

also very innocent in the ways of
life. Jovovich makes you feel
sorry for the girl she plays and
hopeful that she will stop the evil
from destroying ali life.
One ofthe villains inthis movie
is played by Gary Oldman.
Oldman, who is known for delicious bad guys such as the Russian he is to play in "Air Force
One" and Cmmt Dracu)a, is wonderful as a corporate executive
working for this ultimate evil.
Oldman adds a lot of flair to this
very stylish bad guy. He's vicious
when he has to be, which is for
all his screen time. Though he
· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

by Mark Majors

"Fifth Element," written and
.., directed by Luc Besson, is a new
scienre-fiction'action fihn starring
" Bruce Willis. This amazing movie
- shows us just how strong the
' power oflove is.
In the film, we are taken on a
journey to stop the ultimate evil
.. when it comes to Earth to destroy
all life in the universe. This ultimate evil co~es every 5,000
years in its attempt to conquer
• goodness.·Only by combining the
five elements ofthe tmiverse does
I good stand a cpance to survive.
Enter Dallas Collen, a retired
. • war hero turned cab driver. This
TITIB: Fifth Element
1 luckless lout, played beautifully by
DIRECTOR: Luc Besson
t Willis, is the would-be hero that
STARS: Bruce Willis, Milla
Jovovich, Gary Oldman
- has to protect the mysterious Fifth
·
RATING: ***°'
Element when it comes to Earth.
, Willis pours his heart and soul into ·
the performance which, while . should have been given more, he
typical ofhis usual roles, is al.so uses what screen time he has very
his best next to tough cop John effectively.
.
' McClean from the 'tDie Hard"
-Besson has a wonderful vision
movies. The chru-acter is real in in this movie. 1be visuals are well
the sense that he is well written conceived 'and designed. His
and portrayed. You feel for this sense oftiming and direction are
innocuous guy who is pulled into top-notch for this movie. He also
an affair he doesn't want to be in has a good sense of character, when the Fifth Element lands in ization as this movie is strictly ms
~lfus-cal;,
own brl~ stoty. He does quifF
1
TheFithEleme:ntinthis fun flick well with everything he is given to
.J is played by Milla Jovovich. 1bis work with. He gives you char• young lady gives her all in the per- acters you feel for and bad guys
: formance ofthe "perfect being" · you don't fear or hate but love.
t whowillstoptheultimateevilfrom · This movie is one ofthe best
:. destroying all tharis good in the of 1997 so far. It has good ele" universe. Her character's name ments and a wonderful story. You
- is Leilou. Jovovich adds a lot of feel for the characters and enjoy
:; character to this cliaracter who is all the laughs and action. Ifthere

.,

is a weakness, it's that you don't
Looking.for another comedy
fear the bad guys but love them. to ad to your video collection?
There is not much of a sense of Want to see a movie that launched
dread like there could and sh~uld a series of spoof spy-thrillers?
have been. Otherwise, one of its Want to see a movie where the
main strengths comes from a evil bad guy is not who you would
good supporting cast of fun little think? Wellihaveagoodmovie
.quirky characters and actor~. for you!
.
1,"he most promment ofthese is a
Actor James Cob~, noted
·very annoying talk show host for playing in westerns and bit
played by Chris Tucker. This little parts.in war movies, tookardle
annoying character makes you thatwoulde:xpandhisactingabilihope he gets killed but at the same ties. Instead ofriding on horses
· time happy that he doesn't. This or playing soldier, Coburn got to
young actor shows a lot ofprom- portray the role of the most
ise. Also, performances by Tom important psychiatrist, as Doctor
Lister, Ian Holm, and Brion Sidney Shaffer, in "Toe·President's
James add to wonderful support- Analyst."
.
ing cast for this grand film. These
Shaffer (Coburn) is watched
gentlemen are fun to watch and and then selected by the CEA,
should have been given more Central Enquiries Agency, and
screen time.
the_FBR, Federal Board ofReguAnother small weakness in the lations, to tend to the President
film is that it should have lasted ofthe United States psychologiabout 25 minutes to an hour cal needs. While "keeping the
longer. It had a lot of potential President's head on straight,"
that was wasted by being com- Shaffer has a nervous breakdown
pressed into a short time span. and becomes paranoid. He tries
1bis film has epic potential. This to tell his girlfriend Nan (Joan
potential should have been capi- ·Delaney) but she is taken from
talized on. There is so much here Shaffer's house to stay in a hotel.
to expand upon, and all of it is Soon Shaffer reaches the breakcrucial to the movie.
ingpointanddecidestoleave. He
I give "this movie three and a finds a typical American family
haft' s~rs ·out of'five. There is a ·and talks his way "into' getting
lot to see anci all of it is crucial to invited into their home, from
the movie. It is a fun movie with which he later flees.
lots of good characters, visuals,
acting, and direction. These is a
*
* * * * * * *
good message here on the power
of love and the wonders it can
work. This is a top-notch movie .
that is a must-see for everyone.
by Wil.liam Cassidy and
Mack Shelton

r''The ·Lost World'' found
:• different than -"Jurassic''
by Anehony Roberts

· "T~e Lost World," Steven
Speilberg's sequel to the 1993 hit
"Jurassic Park," does an alternate
" take on the original dinosaur
movie. The different style ofthe
film is evident in the opening
theme. Gone is John William's
original score ofswirling orchestratedmusic; this movie is narrated
r:. by a more militant and darker
t theme. A significant note ofthis
v-. motion picture is that it is two
, completely different movies rolled
1, into one. The two styles don't
l exactly mix,
In the first part of the rriovie,
,. thegroupisn'tsenttotourthepark
b as guests but rather to visit the
island as observers. Their mis. sion: to study and photograph the
::i dinosaurs in their natural habitat
.J.
I

without the influence of man.
However, their plans are soon
foiled when a group ofgun-toting
officers, intent on capturing the
dinosaw:s to open up another
·park.join them at the island. And
when a Greenpeace volunteer
liberates the captured 'saurs, their
lTILE: The Lost World
DIRECTOR: Steven Spielberg
STARS: JeffGoldblun1, Julianne
Moore, Sir Richard Attenborough

RATING:

*** .

mission is changed·to nothing but
survival and escape. This story
holds the same style ofaction~
suspense as the original, however
the plotmakes it a little darker than
the firs_t movie. The two children heroes are replaced by
mercenaries armed with auto-

Actually, it's pronounced
"Frahnk-en-steen." Here it is, the
classic horror spoof from comedy legend Mel Brooks. Long
before ""Dracula: Dead and
Loving It," there was "Young
Frankenstein."
Gene Wilder plays Victor
Frankenstein, the grandson ofthe
famous mad scientist who supposedly reanhnated a dead body.
The current Dr. Frankenstein is a
respected brain doctor who has
tried to distance himselfas far as
possible from his grandfather'.s
reputation. But when he inherits
his.grandfather's mansion, and
findshisgrandfather'sbook"How
I Did It," he becomes obsessed
with resurrectfngthe dead.
Victor is as~isted by the lovely
Inga (Teri Garr) and Igor (pro.:.
nounced "eye-gor"),ahunchback
whodoesn'trealiz.ehe'sahunchback, played by Marty Feldman.
The three have their hands full
when Igor steals an Abnormal

matic weapons and stun guns.
In the second part ofthe film,
when 'the survivors escape the
island, the movie turns from the
sequel to "Jurassic Park" into
"Godzilla Versus San Diego" as a
T-Rex is let loose on the city.
From this point to the end, the
movie gets downright goofy.
Overall, the story is decent and
~using. What it lacks in plot,
it makes up for in action,
S\lSpense, and humor. Don't go
to this movie for an in-depth
cerebral thriller, but rather to see
a good, fun ride. The action is as
gory as PG will allow _it to be, and
the suspense gets even more
tense than the original, and the
humor keeps you entertained
throughout it all. It's definitely
worth seeing.
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SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

LADIES
- RENT 2
RENT 2
- RENT 2
- DOLLAR
RENT 3
- RENT 2

OR MORE ITEMS,
OR MORE ITEMS,
OR MORE ITEMS,
DAY $1 DAY
ITEMS GET YOUR
OR MORE ITEMS,

* * .• * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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lTILE: Young Frankenstein

DIRECTOR: Mel Brooks
STARS: Gene Wilder, Teri Garr,
Marty Feldman, Peter Boyle,
Madeline Kahn
RATING:

....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
monster has lunch with the blind
man(GeneHackman}-abouthalf
ofwhich was ad-libbed. Another
was when the monster meets with
the little girl who is throwing
flower peddles into a lake. Instead ofthe monster throwing the
girl into the lake as inthe classical
account, the monster sits on·a
see-saw, thuscatapultingthelittle
girlupandthroughherbedroom
window. But the most famous
scene has to be when Dr. Frankenstein displays his creation's

motor and neural capabilities
packed house. This is done
singing and dancing to "Puttm
theRitz."
The performances ofthe l
actors are the strongest p~
the film.' Gene Wilder plays
brilliant but maniacal
Frankensteip.withthesortofi
iageous madness that only he
· bring to the screen. Ma
Feldman m'ake$ Igor extrem
offbeat and strang~ but like:i
at the same time. Peter Bo
deserves special recognition
giving the monster a persona!
even though he had to play
part mute for most of the fi
Elizabeth (Madeline Kahn),,
falls in love with the monster, c
asteamybedroomscenedres
as "The Bride ofFrankenst~
while doing a Burlesque ver.
of"Battle Hymn ofthe Repub!
Thfsmovieisextremelyfin
but it won't have you laugh
every second like some
BrQoks' films. Neverthel1
it's a classic. We give it f
Lightning Bolts.

I

.KEEP FOR 2 ' DAYS
KEEP FOR 2 DAYS
KEEP FOR 2 DAYS
4th ITEM FREE
KEEP FOR 2 DAYS

br~in ( or as he calls it, the brain·
ofAbby Normal) to place in the
body to be resurrected. The result. is a rampaging monster,
played hilariously by Peter Boyle.
1bis film contains some ofthe
most famous scenes in movie history. One such scene is whe~ the
_ _ _ _ __ _ ____

---------------------------------(J"\ Having
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technique that would allo~
individualtosimplythinkofa
phone number in order to cc
municate. As TPC represe1
ti v e Arlington Hewes
Harrington) describes the I
cess, animation plays on a
showing a man and the microe:
• that allowsformentalcomm
cations. Then, another vio
scene erupts when Don
Krapotnik rescue Shaffer.
Aftermaking"ThePre.sick
Analyst," Coburn went o
making such spy spoofs as"
TITLE: The President's Analyst
Map Flint" and "In Like Flint
DIRECTOR: Theodore J. Flicker
Watching this movie, one
STARS: James Coburn, Godfrey
see the social trends that
Cambirdge, Severn Dardin
prevalent during the 60s. •
RATING: • • • • •
dress;the lavish and carefree
styles, the music, and the di
the KGB team up and try to find ences between the mainstre
Shaffer. In a series of comedic American and the hippie all H
events involving death, and while ·strong places in this movie.
he is playing the gong in a rock are no camera reflections
band, Shaffer gets kidnapped by microphones dropping in
the Canadian Secret Service and frames, no savage cutting of
taken aboard !1 luxury yacht.
film during editing, and the Ii
Soon, after another series of andhumol'all capture the esse
comedic events involving death, ofgood movie making. 1he s1
Shaffer find; himself playing is dated somewhat since
brainwasher to Krapotnik who thought of a· dissolving So
volunte~rs to go against the KGB Union was unheard of durin
and return Shaffer back to Wash- 60s, and the monopoly ofthe 11
in~on,D.C. Things·getinte~t- phone company hasn't bee
ingwhen Shafferiskidnapped-by reality since the mid-70s w
the TPC, T4e _Phone C.o ~p.any, was ordered'to br~11parl.
which wants him to influence the
I have to give "The Presidc1
President into allowing a surgical Analyst" a full five Telephone

"Young Frankenstein"

'

•

During his absence, the CEA,
FBR, KGB, African Secret
Service, British Secret Service,
Canadian Secret Service, and
Chinese Secret Service all decide
to kidnap Shaffer and take him
totheircountry,however,onlythe
FBR wants him dead.
Shaffer finds his way.to the
rock bar, Cafe Wha?, andjoins
up with rock band. In the
meantime, Don (Godrey Cambridge) from the CEA and
Krapotnik(SeveniDardin)from
_ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
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Stop by the Counseling & Career Center in the
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Commons Building or call 355-221 3
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Great interest shown for
EnvironMENTAL exhibits
by Judy Wilson
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A colorful carnival like atmosphere hit the SSU campus
on May 15. Tents sprung up
to house exhibitors at the
EnvironMENTAL Fair. Event
coordinator. Sandy Childers said
that 3 5 schools representing
seven counties were attending the
Fair. The age group was at the
sixth-grade level where energy
and curiosity meet.
Students were given environmentally sate. canvas bags full of
useful items such as rulers, notebook paper, note pads, pencils,
pens and a map of the exhibits.
Teachers were given infonnation
packets to help them further
explain the importance ofbeing
environmentally conscious.
Exhibitors displayed interesting ways to catch the attention of
the school groups. Lockheed
Martin put on a show with the·
FeHowship Choir. The 4-H Club
put up a sign that said "Worms
To Go. II The idea with the
worms was to learn about and
actually make a compost which
is environmentally sound for
raismg earthworms. This handson exhibit included written directions for students to take home.
''Rock USA" was exhibit of
large crystals from all over the ·
United States. Everyone wanted
to know more about these fascinating stones. The tables were
manned ,!?1 knowledgeable
people •ldra&kQUaba:hol1De
infonnational bookl
-At-one booth. fair goers put

an

on protective clothing and were
shown how to clean up a chemical spill. This event was videotaped and the children could see
themselves "in uniform" on the
adjoining 1V. A display called
"The Dirty' Truth About Water"
showed how polluted drinking
water can be. Students then had
theopportunitytohanillesomeof
nature's own cleanup crew-salamanders and crawdads.
The LMES Waste Management display featured several
labeled caves for a game called
"Stolleage Segregation." The idea
was to give mir goers handfuls of
trash and have them toss them into
the right cave entrance for recycling. Wmners received a colorful cup made ofrecycled plastic.
ASC's hands-on exhibit was
called "Stoneage Stoneware."
Children were encouraged. to
makes pots~ candy dishes out
ofclay. The "pottery" was labeled
and put on a table to dry before
going home with the artist
A large plastic bag labeled
"Enviro-bubble" had children
crawling in and out in.great numbers. exploring the world·of a
man-made en~nment
Other displays·consisted of
information and photos about
snakes and bats ·o f Ohio. ·
Two celebrities were also on
hand during the event. McGrutf,
the crime-fighting dog that says,
"Take a bite outta crime!" walked
among fair goers while Smokey
the Bear signedauto"1S,~the
StateParkcampingexhibit. There
was something for evecyone.1

EnvironMENTA
.
Fair, c_
ontinued

(fr.om page one) '
this first part of the game, they
were then asked questions about
· recycling and givc;m the chance to
.win an even better prize. _No one .
was a loser in this game and fun
was had by all those involved,
children and adults alike.
· The entire Fair was a huge sueStudents playing "Sto{Jeage Segregation" cesswiththeareaschoolchildren
and they evep voted on their
favorite games and sponsors. The
top three were the EnviroMaze,
Face Painting, and Worm~ to Go,
which let the children make ~d
take home mini wonn funns. The
kids also listed Litter Olympics.
Prehistoric Pottery. and the Wheel

ofTrivia among their favorites
In a letter, Governor Geo
Voinovich said that the Fair"
increase the students' knowl
and awareness ofthe environm .
tal issues that face us today ho
locally and globally." He feels~
theEnvironMENTAL Fair ta~
the students new ways
approach environmental p~
cesses. recycling, and conse
t!on. In his letter, the govern
expressed his gratitude to the
DepartmentofEnergy,Sha
State University. Lockhe
Martin, and the U.S. Enrichm
Corporatio!l for their sponso
ofthe EnvironMENTAL Fair.

Chronicle gives
tour to students
Smokey the Bear' and Ranger Don McDowell

As part of the BEARS program headed by Lois Rase-,
elementary students from all over
"Rock USA" the tri-state area sojourn to SSU
in order to learn about what the
university has to offer.
On May 2, students from
Worthlngton Elementary School
in Kentucky toured the campus
of Shawnee State University,
Call 354-1460
stopping to visit the staff and
(Across.from Scioto Ribber)
office . of the Univi!rsity .
Chronicle. They came to learn
We offer lab coats, nursing, Dental,
abou~ the running of a newspaEMT pants and shirts, Velcro belts and accessories: W?tches, keychains, large selection of stethoscopes, Lit_tmann, etc.
per, so they can apply their
• Embroidery •
new-found knowledge to thei~

own publication, The Worthin,
ton Word.
The children were serve
punch and cookies fro1
ARAMark, as Editor-in-Chic
Mack Shelton demonstrated tl:
tricksofthetrade. Thestudenshowed much interest' in tli
operation of the office. MaIJ
questions about the publishm
program PageMaker WC]
answered by Assistant Edito
Copy Editor, Wtlliam Cassidy.
This was the first such to1
given bytheChronicle.

It .Takes·

«TU»
to

CJ'Jl:!{(}O
Come and dance popular. Lat
rhythms with us.
M~y 27
12:00-6:00
,
~:-:
Howland Recital Hall
'.•
For lessons on the dj.fferent
dances we ' 11 have the following
schedule:
12:45
2:45
4:45
We 1 11 warm up with Macarena,
continue with simple Merengue
steps and progress with steps from El
Meneaito and El Tiburon. ·
· You· will also have the opportunity
to experience Tango fr~m Argentina
and Sevillanas (Flamenco) from
Sevilla, Spain half hour past
each time above .
Food and refreshments during 'each break
after dancing.
For information:
Dr. Julia Coll Ext. 2599
•.

The University Chronicle, the student newspaper of Shawnee State University, is.
bigger and better than ever! Be a part of next year's staff or run it yourself!
Next year the following positions will be open: Editor-in-Chief, Assistant Editor,
Copy Editor, Ads Manager, and Arts Editor. Other positions include reporters and
photographers plus movie and entertainment reviewers.

Why join the staff?
During this year of running the Chronicle, we have done things that even our printers
have.never done before! We had color photos over black and white, colored te_x t over
photos, and we introduced the changes of expanding to full-size, full color on certain
issues, and increased ad sales! This has been a year of change for the paper, and we
want you to continue that next year!
Just think of what you can do if you could control the spearhead of Shawnee State Unive
sity, the student newspaper!
Working for the studentriewspaper is a great way to.. .

Get to know people. . .
Build your resume . . .
Gain great training . . .

Get in the know, and be known!
Apply today!
No experience is needed to apply .for these and other positions..
Apply today in the Chronicle office located in the basement of the Office Annex or call
Mack Shelton at 355-2278 for more details.
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Poet comes alive in special Civil War is topic of third •
performance
Distinguished Lecture
by A. Throckmorton-Faui

The life and times ofthe first
African-American poet, Paul
Laurence Dwibar, comes alive in
the performance of Professor
1Ierbert Woodward Martin's
acclaimed reading and dramatitati on of Dunbar's poetry.
Martin's presentation as Dunbar,
fegarded as the first AfricanAmerican poet ofnational promi~ence, will be Thursday, May 29,
11 a.m. with lwich following at
noon in the Micklethwaite
:banquet Hall, University Center
the campus of Shawnee State

The last of the 1996-97
Distinguished Lectures was held
onMonday,May 19, in
the Flohr Lecture Hall
with Dr.'Emmory Thomas as guest lecturer.
Dr. Thomas is a professor of History at the
University of Georgia
and author of "Lee at
Gettysburg: A Biography." The lecture
centered on General
Robert E. Lee's pivotal
t:Jniversity.
role
in the battle of
Himselfa professor ofEnglish
Gettysbmg.
and poet in residence at the
According to Dr.
UniversifyqfDayton, Martin has
Thomas,
he had origidevoted the last two decades to
nally wanted to become
the recreation of Paul Laurence
a football coach until
Dunbar's'words and character.
he
went to graduate
Martin appears in period frock
school at Rice University
~oat, starched shirt, wire-rim
Photo courtesy: Ohio Humanities Coµncil in Houston, Texas.
~asses and presents the works of
Dr. Thomas said that
tpresumably the first black
ferson born in this country to of Arts and Sciences, at by Dr. Holt on the theme "Reflec- before attending graduffite about his people through (614) 355-2550.
tion and Renewal: Building ate school, "I always
song and story. He has had a
Following the performance at Community Programs in Partner- thought the Civil War
!
.
1 p.m. the community is invited ship with Ohio Humanities was aboutJittle old ladies
~kable influence."
: Reservations are t;ieeessarY for to join Professor Martin, Kay Council (OHC). A state agency,
(he lunch and.cost $5. For more Bouyac and Sara Johnson ofthe the OHC funds a wide variety of
(nformation, ~lease contact Southern Ohio Museum and Cul- programs that help retrieve and
t>r. Jerry IJol~l Dean, College tural Center in a conversation led preserve local history.
..
I

in flowered dresses and broad
rimmed hats... It took 1,200
miles from my birthplace in
Virginia before I realized that

there was something relevant and
interesting in the Civil War."
A group of local Civil War
re-enactors representing Company L, which fought at
Gettysburg, were also
present in full dress
costume to give a sense
of history to the attendees of the lecture. The
group had also planned
an artillery demonstration although it was
cancelled due to rain.
Thomas was also the
guest lecturer at a round
table discussion in
the early afternoon in
President Clive Veri's
conference room. The
topic of the discussion
was whether General
Longstreet or General
Lee was responsible for
the South's defeat at the
battle. This and other
aspects of Gettysburg
were discussed at
great length by those
in attendance.

on

Kelley to be published

Is your life out of balance?
I

Stop by the Counseling & Career Center
in the Commons Buildino or call 355-2213

Att.entinn ~eninrn !
(And everyone else!)

The last issue of the 1996-97 University Chronic!e will hit the stands
on June 9, and you can own a part of it!
For one dollar, you can purchase a two-square-inch message block
in which you can print anything you want (as long as you keep it tasteful)!
To submit your message, look for the University Chronicle booth ·
in the University Center starting Wednesday, May 28,
or bring it to the Chronicle office in the basement of the Office Annex.
Jennifer L. Moore

438 2nd St.

Joys of free-market liberalism explored
. advancedtheliberal~gendamore

"BringingtheMarketBackln"is
than he has, read my book!" slatedtobepublishedthismonth.
Di
ohn L. Kell , a -~ •Dr. K~ltey. •~
m '"1
Shawnee State UniversityHistocy
Kellt;ybegan'~r'itHigBmlwork
professor, will soon become a asadoctoraldissertationin 1991.
published author. His book, It was approved in the spring of
"Bringing the Market Back In: 1995, and Kelley continued to
The Political Revitalization of expand on it until it became
Market Liberalism," is to be pub- publishable as a book. Dr. Kelley
lished in the United States by wishes to thank his editor,
New York University Press, and Robert Emmett Tyrrell, who
in the United Kingdom by founded The Alternative, a
Macmillan Publishing.
college publication that went on
The320-pagebookdealswith to become The American
how free-market ideas have . Spectator. The two have been
influenced politics since the 1960s colleagues since Kelley worked
and the methods by which ideas as Senior Editor of The A lternaof economics enter mainstream tive in the mid- l 960s.
· politics. "If you want to
"Itisfunwritingbooks,ifyou
understand why Bill Clinton hasn't have the time," stated Kelley.
Courtesy New York Univmity Press
by William Cassidy

PRINTER'S ATTIC

"Gift Baskets For All Occasions"
'We specialize in (J?J,mance (J3ask.jts

· Roy Rogers, Lone
Ranger, and more ...

(614) 354-1220
1755 Poplar Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662

@

Ph. 354-4457

Special Groups

• Lunch pails, Thermoses,
pictures, books, postcards,
magazine~, coloring
books, and even more ...

No Matter What The
-DESTINATION?

CAN GET YOU THERE!
For more Information Call
1-800-887-1976

J\hu.ertis.e wiflt tlt.e Jtntuersttu C!titrani.cl.e:

Business Card (3" x 5")
1/8 page (block)
......

.....___

,•

Reasonable rates

•

Runner (2" x 5")
1/4 page (block)
Full page (block)

Student organizations - 40°A. discount

Full Side Runner (2" .?' 13")
1/2 page (block)

•

Special long-term rates
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Newly elected Student
Senators invite change

r1 by Elizabeth Smith and
11 Steve Johnson
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The Student Senate of Shawnee State University consists of
15 student members that help
promote student activity and
involvement on campus. Student
Senate recognizes and funds
clubs and organizations, sponsors
the Bear Hug award and Blood
Drive, and organizes the parade
of clubs. By belonging to Ohio
StudentAssociation(OSA), and
National Association of Students
for Higher Education (NASHE),
the Student Senate monitors state
and national government issues
that concern university students.
The Student Senate office is
located in the Office of Student
Activities. Any student with an
idea or a concern is welcome to
come to, or call the Student
office at 355-2320. Student
Senate meetings are open to
the public and students are
encouraged to attend.
_ When asked how he felt about
last year's Senate accomplishments, Quality of Student Life
Committee chairperson, Jim
Culbertson said that he felt his
biggest accomplishments were
working to provide better parking for all students and keeping
the Senate involved as a major

influence with Ohio Student
Association and National Association of Students for Higher
Education.
Recently elected Student
Senate President, Eddie Friend,
said that his "main priority is to let
students know what Student
Senate is and that this governing
body exists to help students with
any university-related situation or
concern. I want students to come
to the Student Senate when they
are concerned about University
affairs or ifthey have an idea that
they would like to see investigated. I know we have an excellent group of Student Senators
whnare-highly motivated, ready.
to make change and ready to help
their fellow students out in any
way possible. My goal for this
year is to make changes which will
benefit all students. My vision for
the year is to investigate opportunities in parking; a recreational
center which may have an indoor
track, climbing wall and other
various items; programs that are
more student-oriented, at the
Center for the Arts; and a
number of other projects. I am
looking forward to se~ing the
students of Shawnee -State and
bringing them a year that contains
promising change."
Second term Student Senate

- -

Internet Cafe Happenings
with Al Hanson

This article will describe some ofthe Web pages you can explore on the World Wide Web.
Stop by the Internet Cafe and "Go all over the world."

Secretary/Treasurer, Stacy
Eldridge says she looks forward
to getting the word out to students
about Student Senate. She feels
that studentsjust don't ~iu that
they have a governing body to
whom they can take their
University-related ideas and
problems. This term's Student
Senate consists ofsuch a diverse
group of students that this year
pro!]lises to be full of dynamic
change.
The following are members of
the Student Senate: Brandy
Cochran, Carol Collins, Stacy
Eldridge, Eddie Friend, Melissa
B. Gampp, Tiffany Gregory,
Steve Johnson, Julie Lombardy,
Matthew A. Murphy, Michelle
Salyers, Elizabeth Smith, Aaron
Stevens, Phil Theiken, and Heidi
Ymmg.
The Student Senate is currently
looking for one new member. If
you are interested in being part
ofthis organization, send a letter
stating why you feel qualified
to be a Student Senator to
Eddie Friend, Student Senate
President, Office of Student
Activities. The deadl_ine is
Friday, May 30, at 5 p.m. Check
out the Student Senate Web Page
in the Student Activities section
at: http://www.shawneekdu.

http://www.download.com
Zap the ZIP problem: turn your Zips into ordinary folders with ZipMagic and enjoy easy access. At
the ~ick Search window, type in "ZipMagic", and continue with the download.
http://www.download.coQJ
Chronicle information both vital and mundane about your child's growth and development with PC
Baby 95, a baby book just released for Windows 95. This comprehensive program allows you to
store all the exiting details about your newborn, from height and growth charts to a personal journal.
You can even import photographs ofthose precious moments. Preserve it posterity. At the Quick
Search window type "PC Baby 95".
http://www.aradium.com/splash.rfhtml
Step into a place like no other on the Web. Meet people who know games like no one else. They've
been waiting for you... and leave your coat at the door--it's hot in there!
wysiwyg://124/http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/women/
The Women ofNASA resource was developed to encourage more young women to pursue careers
in math, science, and technology. Throughout history, women have made valuable contributions to
these fields. Although these disciplines are still dominated by men and these women are seen as
ex~eption, there is a growing appreciation of cultural and gender diversity in the workplace. The
Women ofNASA interactive project showcases outstanding women who are enjoying successful
careers in math, science, and technology. The page has Profiles, A Day in the Life, and Chats and
Resources. You can learn more about your opportunities at the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration

http://congress.nw.dc.us/c-span/
C-span's guide to Congress lets you follow your representative and find out how they're doing.
http://www.pricescan.com
PriceScan takes the hassle out of finding the best price on thousands of computer hardware and

In th~ dark? Don't know what to do?

r

software products. Instead of spending hours looking through catalogs and magazine ads you can
take a few minutes and find the answer here. PriceScan shows you the vendor with the lowest price
plus other vendor's prices. Great for showigsthe b~ou found the ~t deal

'.JIIIA

Stop by the Counseling & Career Center
in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

Writers on the storm ...

It JJtlJ'.5 to ,ufrertise i11 tlte
Chro11ic/e!

MINUALEM TANK

ASIAC SOMAVI

-

....

CHEMISTRY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ENGLISH
FINE ARTS
HISTORY
ANATOMY
DENTISTRY
BIOLOGY
PLASTICS
ENGINEERING
(eACHELORS DEGREEI

PHENSET GINK

When you take a breath . . . before the first kiss,
Capture temptation ... in a touch,
Stir passion... with a whispered promise.
It's hard to describe the essence of excitement or capture the taste oftemptation. It exists in a time,
a place. in a moment. Now, you can experience the ephemeral through the Haagen-Dazs Moment,
an interactive story where you are character and creator, author and adventurer.
http://www.shareware.com
A searchable shareware archive, shareware.com offers easy access to over 190,000 shareware
and demo programs.

·

http://www.fedex.com
Home base for the package-delivery giant; you can even trace a FedEx package on-line !
http://www.quicken.coap
A wealth ofinformation for Quicken users, including feature articles, Quicken tips, and news on new
financial tools. On-line banking via the :financial network will make fiscal responsibility downright fun.

Answer to the previous

NAJE UNESTA

ARMY LEYSHEL

I

' ~CR~+q,LE

KARM INTAW

CRYPTO

TRUE SCIENCE TEACHES, ABOVE ALL, TO DOUBT AND
TO BE IGNORANT.

.

- MlGUELDEUNAMUNO

MAHNER VILELLEM

I

http://www.haagen-dazs.com

Answers to the previous

Directions: Unscramble the names below into the space
provided. The letters in the circle (0) spaces, when
unscrambled, reveal the greatest fear of writers.

·• ••4- - - -

355-2502

·

Summer Vacation!
AAA

is your

Full Service Travel Agency

Cruises, Condos & Tour Packages

WINGHEYAM
Directions: Each letter below represents a different letter ofthe
alphabet. Decipher the letters to uncover a famous person's
quotation. Clue: J equals R.

CRIEDFERK OGALUDS

SLEARCH SCINKED

RUZJZ MB NWR DVZ BRZF IJDQ
RUZ BWNAMQZ RD RUZ

000000000

000000

S TATE LICE NSE D
PAWNBROKE R

B ANDB

JMKMTWADWB.
- ·VCFDAZDV

FREDZUBER
P RES. & OWNER
'

OVE R 48 Y EA RS OF
SERVING T H E AREA

LOAN AND JEWELRY

•

83 7 GALLIA ST.

PORTSM OUIH,OlllO45662
(6 14)353-4250
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SSU fac_ultY, making more than just a S_tatement

Tony Dzik, associate profes- · Academy of Science meeting at
sor of geography, presented a Bowling Green State University
paper "An Estimate of the on April 5, 199~. Mauldin was
Geographical Prevalence of selected to participate in an interMuJtiple Sclerosis in the State of disciplinary session and was
Ohio" at the annual meeting ofthe awarded along with Lonney, a
Illinois Geographical Society on certificate ()frecognition for inter:April 26, 1997, at the College of disciplinary work.
Darren Harris-Fain, assisLake Collllty in Grayslake, m.
tant
professor of English, preTim Cull'er, STARS Coordinator, recently. attended the sented his paper "Alternate
National Orientation Directors Future History in Batman: The
Association Region 7 conference Dark Knight Returns and Kingat Xavier University in Cincinnati. ·dol!l Come" at the Popular
Dr. Robert Mauldin pre- Culture Association conference in
sented a paper (coauthored by San Antonio, Texas, on March
Dr. Larry -Lonney) entitled 25-29. Harris-Fain also edited
"Scientific Reasoning for and contributed to Dictionary of
Nonscience Majors" at the Ohio Literary Biography Volume

178: British Fantasy and
Science-Fiction Writers Ee/ore
World War I, published in May·
. by Gale.
Paul Madden, director of
preprofessional ~ces, Department ofTeacher Education, was
elected chair of the Ohio·Field
Directors at their spring meeting. .
Dave Todt, Coordinator,
Assessment, represented SSU
and Ohio at an Educational
Testing Service meeting in
Washington, D.C. to discuss and
improve the Academic Profile
Test. He also attended the
annual meeting of the Em ironm ental Education Council
ofOhio.

p~
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. Margaret Christensen, Coordinator, Health Management,
presented a four-hour continuing
education course titled "Staffing,
Interviewing, and Appraisals"
to the Long Term Care
N!11'se Management Program
conducted by the Ohio Health
Care Association on March 24,
1997. Margaret and Robert
Christei:isen, Coordinator, Professional Development Programs,
presented "Facilitation Skills for
Administrators: Leading Orga~d Teams to Greater Productivity" at the Annual National
Convention of the American
College ofHealth Care AdministrJrtors on May 7, 1997.

Ginny Hamilton, associate
professor of m.athematics, was
one of four facilitators for a Developmental Mathematics Faculty
Developmentprogram sponsored
by Houghton Mifflin Publishing
Company on March 20 and 21.
Joseph Ng and Kate Palguta,
both assistant professors of
EngHsh, copresented "Writing
Forums and the Assessment of
Student Writing" on April 11,
1997, at a three-day forum
attended by area high school

??

?

?
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teachers and three SSU at
English instructors.
Dr. Hagop S. Pambo
professor ofpsychology,
named a candidate for pre,
elect ofthe liltemational C
ofl!sychologists.
Connie Salyers St,
associate director of pubh
vices, S~wnee State Librm
been appointed to the Li
Services. and Technologi
Advisory Council by the
Library of Ohio Board.

Wave a lot of questions but few an~
Stop by the Counseling & Career Cet
in the Commons Building or call 355-~

ATC fire foiled by "The Man"
.

by Hack Shel ton, uc Edi tor:. In -Ch'ief

A roaring blaz.e engulfed much ofthe flora and weeds
next to the Great Wall ofATC on Wednesday, May .14,
1997. Students from the University Center Game Room
and other passersby watched in horror and griefas the
fire moved northward in the direction ofMassie Hall.
"I was s1tting in the office [ofStudent Activities] and a
lady came in and yelled 'fire,"' remembered student
Brian Bonko~ki, Senior Seminar student and sometime
other things. Upon hearing ofthe fire, Bonkowski
dutifully reported to his boss Dave Edwards, Director of
Student Activities and Auxiliaries. Edwards, a longtime
man, ran quickly out ofhis office into the next office and
then into the lobby·where he obtained a fire extinguisher.
Witnesses say that the fire was burning at the same
time it was blazing.

.

.

Outside, Edwards approached the blau with the ski
and determination ofa man approaching a fire with skill
and determination. As spectators watched, Edwards .
extinguished the fire with a mere two blasts with the fire
extinguisher; the blazing inferno peril was no more.
Inside the office, it was det~rmined that Edwards'
new name should be "Dave 'the Man'.Edwards,"
though sources will not reveal who made the suggestion.
With his heroic h~oism, the world can sleep better
knowing that Dave "The Man" has saved SSU from
. another potentially burning issue.
However, even with his recognition as being "The
Man Who Saved The Great Wall ofATC," Edwards
was too modest and slightly refused to have his picture
~en. ruts Editor Wren F ~ell has provided her ~wn
"artist's interpretation" ofthe incident. SSU thanks our
hero, Dave "The Man" Edwards!

.o urs
.(a night of one acts)
The Black
McRat
SerVes· it up!!!!
11

11

''Open Mike McNight''

Thurs.-Sat.,June 5-7, 1997 at 8:()0_p~tf,.
Kahl Studio Theater
Vern Riffe Center for the Arts

24 Hours A.M./P.M. is presented by Shawrrei State University Theater
I

I •

'

·Students: . $3.00 General Admission:· $5;00
· Tickets available at the door

To reserve tickets call and lea\fe a 1nessa9e

Chevron

•

o,~ voice ,nail 355-2335

Joseph B. Halcomb, Jr.
930 11th Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662

Too all neat poets, special songs, let us
please, Pickle's puns,
ori center stage, what fun!!!
Friday, May 30th
Kahl Studio Thea:ter
Admission $1.00
Doors open at 8:00
Show begins at 8:30
NOmD BY: MCMIKE MCIANGLEY &MCMAMIE MCBRISl(EI

(614) 353-5384

$3~00 _O ff Quaker State o.il change with valid student ID

I
I

I
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The end ofthe quarter (and the school year) is upon us. Deadlines abound and stress levels are high.
Can you think of a better time to stop, relax and let yourself be transported into a different reality by the
magic offiction?
.
And while this may not be the best oftimes to·drop all your obligations to sit down to write a piece of
fiction, I hope you will keep the Silhouette Corner in mind over the summer and consider writing and
·
.
submitting a story or two.
Just call Kate Palguta at 355-2525.(e-mail kpalguta@shawnee.edu ) for more infonnation, clarification, editing, or encouragement. You may also drop your work~ the Silhouette mailbox in the 1004 Building.

.

S.ill1ot1etle Cor11er

Meanwhile, her~ is a second piece by Matthew ~wlings (who brougI:tt you "Hush"). Matthew is a history major here at SSU.

Labor Pains
by Matthew Rawlings ·
House Select Committee on Intelligence
Document #7514519919-3-16
Members' Eyes Only

. .

Thefollowing·is the requested transcripts of the journal of Dr. Christian LaFavre, Project Director. It should be noted that
only 5 pages out of an unknown quantity were discovered. ·

1st entry, dated 4-30-96
-~

·Another failure. Both the 1st and 2nd A.H.-145 have
1 been dispatched following psychotic episodes shortly after birth.
.~ I am reminded of something Thomas Kempis once said "Nam
:r homo proponit, sed deus desponit." Dr. Alexander's team is
working.on a method to ease the possible trauma. Dr. Tucker's
~- team is performing the autopsies with focus placed on possible
• neurological defects. The good doctor, (Tucker that is),
n repeated a line from the Koran for me as he spotted me sauntering aimlessly through the halls of the complex, "God helps
those who persevere." I smiled blandly at ~im not wishing to
loo\too dispirited. He is a fine man. I wish I had his faith.
2nd entry, dated 8-1-96 •

Little did I foresee that this decision which was solely
based in the need for.positive public relations would arouse
such passions. Dr. Elihu has insisted that the twins be instructed
in the ways of Judaism, while Dr. Tucker has also demanded
that they be taught the Muslim faith, and of course Dr.
. Alexander chimed in with his opinion that the boys be schooled
in Christianity. I answered that we had the time to cover the
basics of all three but this was unsatisfactory to all. I was without an answer. I tried humoring the three that we could cast
lots for the order of the faiths, but this was met with stone
silence. I have decided therefore, that I will take it upon
myself to read the first five books of the Bible to both A.H. -2125 and 3-A.H.-145 without comment. This seems to have at
least purchased a little time for my friends to come their senses.

while he swatted us like flies into the metal walls. !'quickly
gathered myself and again had my colleagues form a ladder so
I could see what was happening.
I cannot accurately describe the ghastly act which I
viewed. A. H.-2-125 butchered her savagely and sprinkled the
blood from her body on the four comers of the table. They
then proceeded to burn what was left of the remains. The two
of them kneeled before their altar with heads bowed 'as the
twenty-three year old body burned into ashes and smoke. I
believe I fainted shortly afterwards and I find myself growing
light headed now just picturing the atrocity which I witnessed.
5th entry no date

4th entry, dated 2-2-97

All is lost. There is only room for one more she~t in
•·
Success! Success! I record such a shout
of joy twice
these narrow crevices.so I shall try to surmise as much as I
I•
•
1: for we have been twice blessed. The artificial egg has
Lord
whatbave
I
done!
We
are
prisoners.
The
Good
can. 3-A.H.-145 has entered this coffin seven times in who
I
'
produced twins. We promptly named them A.H.-2-125 and nine of us left sit confined in a refrigerated cryochamber awaiting knows how many days. We have fed ourselves with the scraps
1
: 3-A.H.-145. Both a,:e healthy males which Dr. EJihu estimates our deaths. Only months ago it brought forth life, now it is our of paper I have in my pockets and drank all but a enough ink in
.: possess the bodies of 33 year olds. They have exhibited no sepulcher.
which to write what is sure to be my final entry. Only Dr. Tucker
• signs of trauma and all is proceeding in excess of any of our
and I remain alive.
I find it very bar~ to write these words, but I hope t~at1
illr~a_ms. Qr~Tuc.ker furnbhed us with _
tif!~ ~ig~~aP,d !_mth,
V.tdr1'Iij e b'~ed i;,(il:;:j_45 to listen to me, but to no aviill.
bottles of c~med champag~e. We celebrated as the !2,P.d1 if we are not successful in escape than this journal will survjve:
so that others may know what has transpired here. I was He turned to me once and stated coldly that he defers such
1 : parents of the first genetically engineered adults~ I quipped to
1
• my two religious colleagues that first Mr. Edison replaced their
fortunate enough to have had it in my possession when I was matters to his brother. I asked if I could speak with him a~d
I God's sun with constant light and now we have replaced seized l_ike all the others. I will if the time comes cram wh,t I garnered no reply. I .screamed that they were committing murII his Eve. Neither of them being zealots, by any means
can and what is relevant into the crevices of the chamber for der as he left us with Dr. Elihu in his grip, but he did not even
•
I laughed heartily.
·
others to study. May it serve as a warning to my colleagues. look over his shoulder.
I

I•

3rd entry, dated 10-31-96

It is indeed Halloween! The spirits did not fail to
visit the laboratory as they made their cursed rounds. I
only hope that once the d_ock's strike rids me of another day
that it will take the demons that have taken hold of my
colleagues wit~ it. .

'. .

It has long been acknowledged that we must introduce
:, our ·creations to the differing theologies of man. f agreed
; knowing that it would help to squelch the fires of controversy ·
: that will surely be ·set ablaze on.ce we .have announced our
, work to the public. There will surely be cries of blasphemy!
', Many of us had hoped by declaring our subjects to be
:, well versed in holy scriptures to be of great assistance in
:, appeasing the Bible.belt.
I

I, like the others, were lured here under the auspices of
discussing the conclusions that A.H. -2-125 had reached concerning our few months of studying the books of Genesis to
Numbers. 3~A.H.-145 has never displayed the same.interest
his counterpart has, but in an action that has given birth to a
number of debates he has stated that he simply defers such
matters to his brother. Once I had reached the chamber room
I found myself in 3-A.H.-145's iron grip who, upon receiving
~is brother's approval, cast me into this cell. This would only
be the beginning of our horror..
Standing atop the back of Dr. Alexander, I was a hie to
see that the twins were erecting some type of table with a great
deal ~f care. Hours passed before the door was opened and
3-A.H.-145 entered. He ignored our pleas and protests passing us by then dragged a young, pretty lab assistant by her hair

Late last night I believe A.H.-2-125 did come to speak
with me. I hope it was him and not a delusion for I have had
many, but I do think it was him. ~ee I was able to make out
his shape I began to babbl__e neatly incoherently, "Please!
Please! You misunderstood
Don't you see that your are
committing murder! Don't you see!" He stared at i,ie with a
slight grin for what seemed like eternity before answering, "Dr.
I
LaFavre, it was you who taught us that the Father demands
sacrifices in order to cover our sins. Alas, my brother and I
have both sinned and therefore must atone." I tried so desperately to clear my mind and refute him, but I only continued
to babble. He finally laid his hand upon my mouth and whispered, "It will all be over soon one way or another. The Lord
saved Isaac by supplying another sacrifice, perhaps he will look
upon such favor with you as well." He then left me and has not
as yet returned. God he!p us.

me!

Thanks-Scioto County ·for Voting Us #1

ar
•.
I
I

,.

.

304 Chillicothe Street

oore
353-1917

For ALL .your sporting good
needs-.
Trophies & Plaques Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniform~ - Screenprinting Letterin·g

We also do Greek printing

•

I
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AD *$ 0/4# ... BUY *$0/4#... SELL *$%#•.•
(GENERALLY, IT'S FULL OF *$%#)

To get Y(?Uf *$%# in here, simply fill out the coupon below.

SSU ·Library
Hours

SPRING QUARTER 1997
March 31, 1997 - June 13, 1997
MON - THUR
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

7:45 a.m. 7:45 a.m. 10:00 a.m. 12:00 p~m. -

10:00
5:00
6:00
8:00

-

FREET-SHIRT+ $1000

EMPLOYMENT

Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning·a
whopping $5.00NISA application. Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.

DID YOU KNOW?

p.m.*
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

• During the last week ofclasses and fiinals week (Jwie 2 - Jwie
13), the Library will stay open until 12 :00 a.m. on Monday through
Thmsday. All other times remain the same.

Calendar

As a .m e~ber

of .

_you will•receive:-

Exclusive AAA Member Discounts on

r
,
0-Uises, Tours, Hotel/Mote//
Condo accommodations, car
rentals, Ohio Theme Park
Tickets & Guaranteed
Lowest Airfares.

'-

r

&

'

Emergency Road Service,
Maps, _Tourbooks & Trip
Ti/rs, Free Travel Services
& Free American Express
Travelers Checks

.,

·Work on Put-in-9ay for the summer.

Earn $7000.00 or more working in the
hottest little resort on the North Coast.
Insurance requires at least 25 years
old. Housing available.
Call 11 :00 am. to 5:00 p.m.
Mon. -Wed. -Fri. 1-888-373-6161

Al.ASKASUMMEREMPWYMFNT
Fishing Industry. Details on how to
fuid a higb-ftying job with excellent
benefits (transportation + room &
board). Forinformation: 800-276-0654
Ext A62301. (W.e are a research &
publ!shing company)

EXTRAINCOMEFOR'97 ·

N Academy Blvd.Dept N, Colorado
Springs, Co. 80918

Earn IOOO's - Home Assembly Jobs.
SASE: Details. 1027•Ginger Ridge
Road, Manchester, Ohio 45144.
Free infonnation!

Local AAA Office
354-S614

Ibanez 6~string bass with case

Excellent condition

ph. 574-6140 Ask for Chris
We provide professional laminating,
shrink-wrapping, and notary services
for all your needs.
Printer's Attic

Earn $500 - SIMO weekly stuffing
en~elopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE, 6547

For More Information CaU Your

FOR SALE

4382ndSt.
Port!lmouth, Ohio
(614)354-4457
FAX(614)354-3037

FINANCIAL AID
COLLEGEFINANCIALAID-Stu-

dent Financial Services profiles over
200,000+ individual scholarships,
grants, loans, and fellowships--from
private & government funding
sources. A MUST 'FOR ANYONE
SEEKlNG FREE MONEY FORCOLLEGE! 1-800-263-6495 Ext.F6230l.
· {We are a research & publishing
company)

WANTED
Wanted: Old video games--Atari;
Coleco, Odyssey, etc. (614) 858-4245.

Qt~rnnitlt "utrti.sing
llnlitU

-P11blie Notices
SSU's Writer's co·operative
from Bennie B1evins

Shawnee State University will soon have its own writers' group,
the "SSU Writers' Cooperative." Starting fall 1997, we will hold
bimonthly meetings at which you can receive feedback on your
"' writing and even read the works ofothers. So, ifyou write, or
love trying to write or ifyou dream ofbeing a writer, yQu are not
alone. Come and join us in the fall.
Meanwhile, you can call or e-mail Kate Palguta and let her
know that you are interested. We need a list ofprospective members to line up funding (for food and photocopying costs). So,
get your name on the list and we will contact you as soon as the
li place and time stuffis figure.a out.
.
.
E-mail or call Kate Palguta at 355-2525 (office), 353-3146
(home) or kpalguta@shawnee.edu. You can also call or e-mail
.Natalie Fields at 355-2300 (Arts and Humanities office) or
nkl fields@shawnee.edu, or Bennie Blevins at 776-7324 (home)
or e-mail at bblevins@zoomnet.net or bl~ blevins@shawnee.edu
SEE YA IN THE FALL!!

"Cookin Cajun"
The Kentucky }iighlands Museum cordially invites all tri-staters
to attend a vecy special "Cookin Cajun" Cooking School on June 7,
1997, at the museum located at 1620 Wmchester Avenue, Ashland,
Ky., in the former Parson Department Store.
The two-hour school and light meal will be offered in two sessions for your convenience at 12 noon to 2 p.m. or 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
with chefSusan Mwphy, an instructor direct from her New Orleans
Creole Delicacies Gourmet Shop and Cooking School. The cost is
$25 per person tobenefit the Musei.un's_Children's Musewnproject.
Call (606}-329-8888 for reservations or for more information.
This will also mark the official opening ofthree new exhibits at
themwewn duringthemonthofJun~: "Cajun Music and Zydeco,"
"Fenton, Blenco and Pilgrim Glass," and "Kentucky Colors:
Union & Confederate Flags ofthe Civil War."
·
Please contact Don Maxwell, Executive Director, for more
information: (606}-329-8888.

~~en drinking too much?
Stop by the Counseling & Career Center
in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

l'l 7bile we are pleased to serve you with
VV stories and features regarding students apd

campus life, we must stress.that the advertising
dollar is the key to a regularly published, quality _
newspaper: The University Chronicle is currently ·
undergoing major changes in look, policy and
structure. As with l~ger college newspapers, we ·
are striving to run the Chronicle on ad sales rather
than budgeted un_iv:ersity funding. Our advertis- ·
ing prices are available and can be given'to any
person or organiza~ion seeking ad space with the
University Chronicle. Campus clubs and organizations will be charged specially reduced prices.
Thank you,
Mack VJ. Shelton, Jr.
UC /Editor-in-Chief

This paPei:_isprinted on 1000/o
asbest.os-free paper:ij}.at was
createftfromale~yprocess
that isJegendary in these parts
bein~e most tasty;miJ((()fthe
freshest barley, grains and hops
all stirred into-a,~vory flavor tha
is good for all ofGod's_children.

r----------------------------------,
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CNRON~CI.E C'LASSIFIIDS

I
Got something you'd like to sell? Wanna see who does? Want to meet new people; find
out if there is a place for you te> live off campus? See it in here!
$0.15/word to staff and students with valid ID.
$0.20 I word to faculty and alumni with valid ID.
Photos accompanying ad . .. $1.00 plus photo.

Your ad:

OriginalArt & Cuatom F ~
537 Second Sta:cet
Portsmouth, OH 45~-3805
(614) 353-8689.

name: ________________

phone number: (.__ _,)_ _ _ _ _ __

Dee Ruucll,Fr~

Mupret V. RURdl, Own,,-

Tuesday-Friday: 10a.m.- 6p.m.

S:tturday: lOun.- 4p.m.

Come to the basement of Facilities/ Office Annex,
or call 355-2502 / 355-2278

'-----------' L---------------.-------------------.J
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Stacy P,{i:[ridge ·. _
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